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A visceral blend of pop and traditional sound powers the sonic landscape that is Lance Christopher.

Earthy, sexy, and real, his songs boldly capture the feel-good rhythm and poetry of a "new" country

music. 12 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Modern Country, COUNTRY: Country Pop Details: "Better than

Prozac!" "Warm and powerful... Like sonic sunshine" Lance says, "A lot of people have been saved by a

lot of things, but God used a woman to save me... The songs on this album are a celebration of her and

of every woman, who, by simply being herself, makes a man's life a richer place to be!" "Saved By A

Woman" is an unusual album. It is a country album produced by a rock and rap/hip-hop producer

originally from the New York music scene. "It had to be Ernie Petrangelo... Period..." Lance smiles, "I was

familiar with his work and was blown away by his creativity. He hears things differently than the regular

Nashville ears. I wanted something cool and fresh, and though he was a little skeptical at first, Ernie's

vision and talent helped me to get a sound and vibe that really connected with my vision as a country

singer/songwriter." They used some of Nashville's best studio talent to craft a musical experience that is a

visceral blend of traditional and pop/rock sound. A sound that powers great songs that are earthy, vibrant,

and real... Songs that celebrate a good woman, a big God, and real life! Carried by rich, supple vocals...

Unforgettable melodies... And vivid lyrics that resonate with life... This is music uniquely American. He

has played rodeos, parades, churches, bars, parks, prisons, festivals, back porches and anywhere else

he could find an audience. He has even traveled to Russia and played before large crowds, while there

he also receiving an invitation to share with the inmates of the main prison in Kazan. Lance says, "That

has to rank as one of the most interesting experiences of my life." He continues, "The Russian people

were wonderful. They loved the music and we had a blast!" When Lance played the main stage at the

prestigious Mill Pond Music Festival. Nathan Andrews, the festival's director, wrote, Lance Christopher is
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a great performer in the singer/songwriter tradition...His artful songs and versatile voice are absolutely

riveting. CJ Watson, Nashville songwriter, author of the nationally distributed "The Everything Songwriting

Book", and well-known songwriter host writes of him, Lance Christopher is a compelling performer. His

impressive vocal range and innovative arrangements make him one of the fastest rising

singer/songwriters on the Nashville scene. With the release of his debut album, SAVED BY A WOMAN,

on Torn Sky, he is now empowered to share his music and vision as never before! Lance's strong Faith,

love of family and working class virtues permeate his art and his life. This coupled with his positive

outlook and talent makes him an irresistible voice on the musical horizon!
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